HLA-DQB1 sequencing-based typing using newly identified conserved nucleotide sequences in introns 1 and 2.
Sequencing-based typing (SBT) human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I and II genes should examine entire exon sequences where polymorphisms lie. Primers for the amplification of complete exons therefore anneal in introns and their design relies on accurate intron sequences being available. We decided to develop a SBT method for HLA-DQB1 using amplification primers which anneal in introns 1 and 2, yet the amount of intron sequence data previously available in databases was sparse. Therefore, we undertook a systematic sequencing of introns 1 and 2 using DNA from cell lines homozygous for DQB1. This study confirmed an earlier report that the non-coding regions of this gene are the most polymorphic seen in the human genome. Intron sequences within an allele group were largely identical, the exceptions being DQB1*0301 differing from other DQB1*03 allele groups and DQB1*0601 differing from all other DQB1*06 alleles. A retroviral Alu element, related to the AluYa5a2 subfamily, was identified uniquely inserted in intron 2 of DQB1*02 alleles. For the typing approach, six amplification primers were designed based on conserved allele group sequences covering all of the HLA DQB antigens, and two sequencing primers were also designed which anneal in intron 2. This method has proved to be very robust and has been used as part of a referral DNA sequencing service for a number of years.